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Cohen-Macaulay Quotients of Polynomial Rings* 
GERALD ALLEN REISNER 
Let S,, be the polynomial ring k[X, ,..., S,,] over the field k, and let 
I C S,, be a proper ideal generated by square-free monomials. We 
characterize the ideals, I, for which &‘,,/I is CohenMacaulay in terms of 
topological properties of a simplicial complex associated with I. (This 
simplicial complex is closely related to the algebraic set in Rtt defined 
by the vanishing of the generators of 1.) As a consequence of this 
topological characterization, one sees that the property of ,7,,/1 being 
Cohenblacaulay, for a fixed choice of monomials, is dependent upon k 
(see end of Section 1 for specific examples). 
The main result is: 
THEOREM 1. Let Z be a subcomplex of A,, , and let IL be the cove- 
spolzding ideal in S,, . Then the following are equivalent: 
( 1) S, is Cohen-Macaula~~ (S, = S,,/Iz). 
(2) ‘Y has Cohen-Macaulay links of vertices and i?,(Z; k) == 0, 
i < dim ,P. 
(3) H((L’; k) = 0, i XI dim .Z and I?,(L; k) = 0, i (1 dim L for all 
links, L, of sinlplices qf A’. 
The reader is referred to Section 1 for the definitions and notation which 
are used above and throughout the paper. 
In Section 1 we establish the correspondence between ideals and 
simplicial complexes. In Sections 2 and 3 we introduce the concepts 
necessary for the proof of the main theorem in Section 4. We also prove 
a characterization theorem for ideals in iZ[X, ,..., S,,] (Theorem 3), 
where Z is the ring of integers. 
* l’his work was done u-hile the author was at the University of Minnesota. 
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1. SrhrPLIws oF IDEALS 
In this section we introduce the ideal-simplicial complex corrcspond- 
ence which is used throughout the paper. 
Let A,, C IR’l be the (II ~~ I)-dimensional Euclidean simplcs spanned 
by the vectors e, = (1, 0 ,..., 0), e2 ~= (0, 1, 0, . . . . 0) ,..., P,, (0 ,... ( 0, 1) 
and let ?‘A,, denote the boundary of A,, \Ve denote by I,(ili,) the set of 
subsets of id,, which are unions of faces. L(3,,) is a lattice under n, U. 
Every element B of L(O,,) h, as a unique irredundant representation as a 
nonempty union of maximal faces. 
Let S,, be the polynomial ring k[S, ,..., S,,], over the field k, let .Y’,, 
bc the family of proper ideals in S,, which are generated by square-free 
monomials and let j’,, be the family of proper ideals in ,S,, I\-hich arc 
generated by monomials. In [I] it is she\\-n that ,;/-,, is a lattice under ---, n. 
It is easy to see that the subfamily Y’,, is closed under 7 , n and is there- 
fore itself a lattice. An ideal in .f,, is called a fnte ideal if it is generated 
by a subset of the variables S, ,..., .I-,, Of course, face ideals arc’ prime 
ideals. 
Ixt Y,(: .ft, ---f L(A,,) be defined by k,,(1) mP IT,(I) n id,, for I .E .Y,, , 
where kTR(J) denotes the algebraic set in R” defined by the vanishing of 
the generators of I. 
PROPOSITIOK 1. x,, is (I lattice isomorphism onto l,(A,,) (l,, rewrses 
ordeer.) and L-u11 dim S,, :I dim l(Z) 1. 
Proqf. 1, being generated by square-free monomials, can be repre- 
sented uniquely as an irredundant intersection of face ideals (see [I]). 
Let 1 L7 P, n ... n P,. be such a representation. Then 
l.,(Z) :~= l-,(1-‘,) u ... u I-y;(P,) (1) 
implies that IT,(I) n ?A,, is the union of the sets 17,(Pi) n iA,, , 
I 7: 1 ,..., k. But for any face ideal, P -=- (Sj, ,..., -I-;,,), IT,(P) is the 
(II ~-- q)-dimensional subspace of W” defined by Sj, = ... = Sj, ~~~ 0 
and I-,(P) n iA,, is therefore an (II q - I)-dimensional face of’iJ,, . 
IIence L7,(1) n id,, is a union of faces of id,, . 
It is clear that, under t, face ideals correspond to faces of i.J,, . 
That ‘\: is a lattice isomorphism onto L(A,,) now follon-s from (1) and the 
unique irredundant representation of 1 l .Y-!, and B F L(A,,) mentioned 
above. 
607121, I-J 
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The equality Krull dim ST,/1 - dim ~(1) :: 1 is obvious for face 
ideals; it extends to all I E J1:,, since the minimal primes of I (which are 
face ideals) correspond to the maximal faces of (x(1). 
Remark 1. The lattice (J,, , -I-, n) together with the lattice isomor- 
phism Y,,: Y,;, --f L(d,,) is called a simplex of ideals. More generally 
(see 151) a PO& p f ‘d I o e o 1 ea s consists of a lattice of ideals (9, f, n), 
from some ring R, together with a lattice isomorphism ,O: .F -L(P), 
where P is a convex polytope, L(P) is defined similarly to L(d,), and 
there is a constant c E Z such that Krull dim R/I ~ dim /3(r) = c. In 
[5], Ilochstcr asked Lvhether the sets B EL(P) for which R/P-‘(B) is 
Cohen-~-A;Iacaulay could be characterized topologically. ‘I’hcorem 1 ans- 
wers this question in the affirmative for the simplex of ideals defined 
above. 
Xotation. Cil.en a subcomplex S C A,, we denote r;‘(2) C S,, by I, , 
and we let S, be the quotient ring S,,;‘I, . We will always use the lower 
case &vi to denote the image of Si in S, . In symbols 
Since each simplex U, of X, is determined by its vertices we will 
sometimes write (r as pi, ... ejt where ei, ,..., pi, arc the vertices of 0’. 
If ~3 is a vertex of the simplex o then a(G) will denote the simplex deter- 
mined by the vertices of o other than 2’. 
In Ixmma 1 below and in Section 3 we expand the use of the phrase 
u is a d-dimensional simp1e.v of S to mean that (7 is any set of n + 1 
vertices of S whose distinct elements form a simpler of 2. For emphasis, 
if the elelnents of 0 are distinct me say that (T is a tw?ldegenerate simplex 
and if D has rcpeatcd vertices we call it a clegewrcrte simpEe.v. If o is a 
degenerate d-simples and rs is a vertex of u then ~(6) will denote the 
(possibly) degenerate (II -- I)-simplc~ obtained from G by removing 2’. 
In set notation +) G -~- 15’1. 
Finally, WC use the symbol Ri(,, v. k) to denote the ith reduced sim- 
plicial homology module of 2 computed with coefficients in k. 
T,E&IMa 1. f,et S he c[ subcomples qf A,, . Then ei, ‘.’ eil E 2 if and only 
if Xl ... Sit 4 I, (pi, .‘. ejl is possibly degenerate). 
Proof. I,et 1, P1 n ... n P,,, be the irredundant face representa- 
tion of I, . Each Pi is generated by a set Gi C I-Y, ,..., -Y,,} and .Z = 
Proof. If P, n ... n P,, is a face decomposition of IL , then 
PC n ... n Pl n (-I-,, I ,..., .I-,, .[), whcrc Pi’ P,S,, , , is il face 
decomposition of 1; , and the lemma follows. 
Lemma 2 can be paraphrased by saying that SL is independent (up to 
isomorphism) of the embedding of 2 in a A,, . 
i?oof. The first isomorphism is standard (see, e.g., [9, ‘l’heorem I 151). 
We prove the second isomorphism by constructing homomorphisms 
between the rings that are clearly inverses. Let R ::m: S/(1, .A (-Tj ~ 1)). 
The homomorphism 4: S(i’ ---f R via +(Sj) Xj(lllOd 1: --(- (A-; -- I)) 
induces a map+‘: S”)!I(‘) x --t R since if p E 1$) then +( p) mu= (;\‘[ ~ I)+( p) + 
Xir$( p) = 0. 
The composition S -+I, S(f) -+I’ S”J,‘/$), n-here $(S,) := 1 and 
t&Yj) = Sj for j f i, induces a map $‘: R --f S(i)/l$) since 
v#((X[ - 1) -/- I,) is clearly zero. 
One easily checks that (b’+’ -7 identity map on K and that Il,‘$’ z= 
identity map on S”(;),IIg’). 
DEFINITION I. If m is a simplex of Z then the link of o in L’, denoted 
Zk=(a), is the set {T E 2 j T n CT : o and TCI E 21 Jvhere, as usual, 7~ 
denotes the join, 7 u o, of 7 and cr. If there is no ambiguity we shall omit 
the subscript Z. 
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I,EMiVIA 4. Let Z be a subcomplex of A,, and let ei be a eevtex of Z. 
Then Ik,e, , consideered as a subcomplex of A.(gi), corresponds to the ideal 
I;“’ c S”’ 
Proof. The lemma follows from Lemmas 1 and 3. For if P, n *.* A P, 
is the face decomposition of I,- then 0 E VN(l$)) n tA,,(e”J + ei $ u and 
ifa :: e. ... ejl then {-Ti1 ,..., S,,‘, is disjoint from the generators of some 
Pj -=- ei’$ u and aei E Z -* 0 E lkr(ei). 
Note that lkf(ei) ma ver well have fewer than (n. - 1) vertices, so y  7 y  
that we are not considering the most economical embedding in Lemma 4. 
I,El\INA 5. Let R be a finitely generated graded k-algebra with R, L= k. 
Suppose R = k[x, ,..., x,,] where x1 ,..., x,, are forms of degree 1. Theft 
the following are equivalent. 
(1) R, is Cohen-Macaulay for all prime ideals P except, perhaps, 
the irrelee.ant maximal ideal (x1 ,..., x,,). 
(2) R/(xi - 1) is Cohen~Macaulay for i = l,..., n. 
Proof. -Assume (2), and let P + (xi ,..., x,,) be a prime ideal. Choose 
xj $ P. It suffices to show that RJ, (i.e., R localized at the powers of xi) 
is Cohen-Macaulay. But this follows from the isomorphisms RX6 z 
(R,~),[(l/xJ, xi], (R,rJ), 2 R/(x, - 1) (see, e.g., 12, Chap. II, (2.2.5)]) 
and the fact that a rmg S is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if S[t, l/t] is 
Cohen-%Iacaulay, where t is an indeterminate. 
Assume (1). ‘Ih en the above isomorphisms and the fact that xi - 1 
is not a zero divisor in R,& imply (2). 
Remark 2. We will be interested in Lemma 5 when R = S, for 
someZCA . It follows from Lemmas 3, 4, and 5 that (S,), is Cohen- 
Macaulay eicept possibly for P = (x1 ,..., x,,) if and only if S$r is 
Cohen-Macaulay for i = 1 ,..., U. ‘IYhis condition on S, will be para- 
phrased by saying that Z has Cohen-Macaulay links of @er.tices. 
The following facts about links will be used in proving the main 
theorem: 
LEMMA 6. Let II be a simplicial complex, x be a @ertex of Z, and 
L = /k(x). Th en a z x E u then Ik,a = Zk,(a(f)) and (b) if (T EL then ( ) y  
lk,a = Ik,(ax). 
Proof. (a) 7 E lk,(u(i)) +- 7 EL and ,~(a) EL + T n 0 = o and 
TU E .Z 3 T E lk,u. On the other hand, 7 E lk,a 3 7 n o = 0 and 
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7~ E S =. 7 n x -_ (1 , 7 n ~(a) =- ;J, T EL, and ~(2) E z1. Furthermore, 
TO($) is actually in L since TV($) n x --_ or and ~o(Qx _ TD E C. Thcre- 
fore, T E ZR,(u($)). T1 le p roof of(b) is similar to that of (a). 
-1 special case of ‘I’heorem 1 worth singling out is: 
( I ) S, is Cokerz-l;Zlucaulay. 
(3’) I?((Z; k) = 0, i <I dim Z. 
P,-oaf. In the case of a manifold (3’) is equivalent to (3) since 
the links involved are homology spheres. 
Remor-k 3. That the Cohen-IIlacaulay property of S, depends 
upon k is now easily seen. Take, for example, a triangulated manifold iU, 
whose only nonzero homology is pure p-torsion (for some prime p). 
Then k[Xl ,..., S,J/[,, s i Cohen-Macaulay if k has characteristic other 
than p and is not Cohen-Macaulay if char k = p. Examples of such 
manifolds are Lens Spaces (see, e.g., [4, p. 2231). Or, for a simpler 
‘example, take n/r to be the projective plane. In particular, if we consider 




FIG. 1. X mininull triangulation of the projective plant. 
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SW = k[X, , A-, , X3, X, , X, , &]/I &I is not Cohen-Macaulay if char k --_ 2 
and it is Cohen-Macaulay if char k += 2. It will also follow from 
Theorem 3 that S,,, is not CohenMacaulay if k = L. 
In proving Theorem 1 we will need to compute the grade of the 
irrelevant maximal ideal, (x 1 ,...) XJ, of sr . The main tool is local 
cohomology of modules. 
2. LOCAL COHOMOLOGY 
We review three definitions of local cohomology. The basic references 
are [2] and [lo]. 
J,et R be a commutative Noetherian ring with nonzero multiplicative 
identity, let I be an ideal of R, and let 1%’ be a graded (we need this for 
Definition 4) R-module. 
DEFINITION 2. Let L,(Ic1) = 
IN * m = 01 z (Jrzl (0 : P),, . 
( m E AS! ) 3 an integer N ,> 0 such that 
If .f: 1U + N is a homomorphism then 
L,( f ): L,(M) ---f L,(N) is defined by restriction of f to L,(AJ) and L, 
is called the local colzonrology functor (with respect to the ideal I of R). 
L1 is additive and left exact, and for i ;s 0, the ith right derived functor 
of L, , R’L, , is an additive covariant functor with ROL, naturally equiv- 
alent to L, , as functors. 
DEFIKITION 3. lIlli(n/r) = lim,, Ext,i(R/I’, Al). 
DEFINITION 4. Let .f,, ,..., f,,, be forms of R such that Rad(f,, ,..., f,,,) = 
Rad 1. Let K’( fj; Ad) d enote the right complex of graded modules and 
degree 0 maps with 
Ayfj; M) = 0 i + 0, 1 
K”(fj; M) = M 
Sl(f,; M) = M(d;) where dj = degree off, 
and M(s) is the module iVi’ with grading shifted by S, i.e., (M(d)),? = 
M d+s . 
Let us abbreviate f = f0 ,..., f,,l , and fl =z fat ,..., f,,l*, t >, 1. We define 
K.(f; AZ) == @JR M 
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where M is regarded as a complex concentrated in degree 0 and & is 
graded. Then we define 
K.(f, ; 211) 
to be the limit complex lim_( K,(f’; AZ) and 
It is knou-n that Definitions 2, 3, and 4 arc equivalent, i.e., AiI,,(,ll) --A 
IZ,i(ZLf) m-x il’(k’-(f r ; 11.2)). l’he first isomorphism is prov:ed in (10, 
‘I’heorem 2.31 and the second in [3, Theorem 2.31 with complete details 
in [2, Chap. III, Part I]. IHereafter \vc LIW the 11,‘(.1f) notation for local 
cohomologv. 
The connection betvvcen local cohomology and grade is the following 
l~lllIll;l. 
(i) /1,;(:lr) = O-for all i -< s; 
(ii) grade(1; X) )- s. 
(Here gradc(l; Af) is the length of the longest :11-sequence in 1.) 
Proof. ‘l’he lemma is a special case of [3, ‘I’heorem 3.81. 
‘l‘he folloning lemma nil1 also be needed in the sequel. 
Roof. Since H,‘(yV) L: lirn, I’l’(K’(x’; M)) and HfK(nl,) = 
liniAl Il’(K.(x~ i:;, 1; !UK)) ‘t I suffices to show that K’(x’; Ail) @,, S -z 
k-.(x’ 1. 1; AJx). And since R, is fret over R (and therefore faithfully 
flat over R), the above Koszul complexes are isomorphic by the associa- 
tivity and distributivity of the tensor product. 
DEFINITIOX 5. We say that R is a special graded k-algebra if R is a 
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nonnegatively graded k-algebra of finite type with R, = k (k may be any 
ring). 
DEFINITION 6. An injection of R-modules E’ ---f E is called pure 
(or E’ is called a pure submodule of E) if for every R-module M, 
Ail EJ~ E’ -+ il4 OR E is injective. We shall say that the ring homo- 
morphism R + S is pure, or that R is a pure subring of S by virtue of 
this homomorphism, if it is injective, and makes R into a pure submodule 
of S. An equivalent statement is that Al s M @R .R -+ M f3;)R S 
is injective for every R-module M. Clearly we have purity if R is a 
direct summand of S as an R-module. See [7] for a discussion of pure 
subrings. 
We now state a proposition which is extremely useful in computing 
local cohomology. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let k he a perfect jield of characteristic p Ye. 0, let R 
be a special graded k-algebra, and let P = ,Z i@d;.l Rfl be the irr.elez)ant 
ideal. Suppose that R,P is Cohelt-Macaulay jot- all prime ideals ./P different 
from P and that the minimal primes of R haae equal coheight I’ :- I, I* 12 0. 
Finally, suppose that the Fvobenius homomorphism F: R -+ R(F(r) -:- 1.1’) 
is pure. Thell: 
(a> ~~~pi(R)I~l = 0 ( w h eve d indicates dth graded piece) if d ;-- 0, 
and if d C: 0 and 0 -<. i < I’. 
(b) If f = fo ,..., f,,, is any set of forms in P such that P - Kad((f)R), 
then fo1- 0 < i < I., 
H&R) z H’[(K.(f; K))“]. 
Proof (See Theorem 0.1 in [8].) W e slow now that if k is a perfect 1 
field of characteristic p > 0, Z C A,, and S, : = k[,l; ,..., _Y,,]/l, then 
Hjz(Sz) can be computed by computing the cohomology of the zcroth 
graded part of a Koszul complex (i.e., by using Proposition 2). 
I,ElVIMX 9. Suppose that 2 has Cohen-Macaulay links of r.ertices and 
that Z is connected. Then S, is of puve dimension, i.e., the minimal primes 
of S, hare equal coheight. 
Pro?f. Suppose S, is not of pure dimension. Then I, = n;::l Pi 
where at least two of the face ideals, Pi , are of different coheight. Let 2; 
be the maximal faces of Z corresponding to Pi . Since 2 is connected and 
at least two maximal faces are of different dimension 3Zs, Z, , faces of 
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different dimension, for which Z, n Z, =- (5 F G . Let N be a vertex of 0. 
Then Zk(x) = (Z,? - (x}) u (Z, - -(xl) u possibly other faces. So Z&x) 
is not of pure dimension. But then 2 does not have CohenMacaulay 
links of vertices. (If it did, Ik( ) x would correspond to a Cohen-hLlacaulay 
graded ring and would therefore be of pure dimension.) 
~XMILIA 10. Lef k be n pelf&t $eld oj. chnracter-istic p > 0, x C A,, , 
I, C k[S, ,..., A-,,]. Then tl ze F h 1’0 et& homomorphism F: S, -* S, is pure. 
Proof. It suffices to shovv that F(S,) is a direct summand of S, as an 
F(Sz)-module; but this is equivalent to showing that there exists a 
retraction I’: S, -+ F(S,). Such a retration r is defined on monomials in 
A.1 ).. .) 7 as follows . ,1 
r(,:l . . . ,y;;(c) 1 g I . . . &.A tc 
-:ol 
11 if each Iz, 0 (modp) 
otherwise. 
We estend I’ k-linearly to all of S, . Since k is perfect, it is clear that 
T(S,) = F(S,). 7 o complete the proof we note that F is the identity on 
F(S,) and r is an F(Sr)-module homomorphism. 
Lemmas 9 and 10 allow us no\v to use Proposition 2 in computing 
f&(&). 
Remark 4. IT-e will use Proposition 2 to prove the main theorem in 
case characteristic k is greater than zero. l’here is another result (see 
[8, Theorem 3.8]), similar to Proposition 2, which allows us to use the 
zeroth graded part of a Koszul complex again to compute local cohomo- 
logy in case characteristic k is zero. ‘I’he proof of the main theorem in 
characteristic zero would then be the same as in characteristic p :.- 0. 
However, we have folloned another route. ‘Il’e show that a theorem, 
similar to Theorem I, for Z[X, ,..., S,,] can be deduced from the charac- 
teristic p > 0 case. Then the characteristic zero result for fields is proved 
using the result for z[S, ,..., S,,]. All of this is done in Section 4. 
3. il GEOMETRIC COMPLEX GLACIATED ~VITH I,OCAL COHOMOLOGY 
Let k be a field, and let ,P C A,, , Ii- , P, be as before. In this section we 
show that the zeroth graded part of the I<oszul complex K.(x; S,) is 
equivalent to a certain “geometric” complex, whose homology is 
isomorphic to the usual reduced simplicial homology of S, with indices 
shifted by one. 
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Recall that K.(x, S,) = @jxcV Sz’ n;here the complex Szi is given by 
(Sz$, -= S, , (Szi), = S,(l), (S,i)j =y 0 for j + 0, 1 and the map 
(S,‘), + (Szi)i is induced by multiplication by xi . We explicitly describe 
this Koszul complex. Let C-Q, /3, be the element 1 E Sx considered as 
ciemcnts (Szi),, , (S,$ , respectively, so that the map (Sxi), + (S,j)i 
is given by CQ ---t sipi . ‘l’hen Kl(x, S,) = (3 [(S,)X CL, (A’,):] g SL(t)(:), 
t -7 o,..., n, where I u J = (I,..., ~21, I n / = C, ~ / 1 =: t, (S,); denotes 
@lit, (Szi), and (S,): is t<:jeJ (S&i , @ is taken over all sets J C (I ,..., a} 
of cardinality t, and ( ;) mz n!/t!(n ~ t)!. K’(x, S,) m:- 0 for t + 0, I ,..., 12. 
Note that K/(x, S,) (t 0, I,..., lz) is a k-vector space generated by 
elements of the form mx, 0 /3, where mz E Sz is homogeneous (i.e., 
a form in the elements xi ,..., s,,). I, J are as above, ‘t, denotes the tensor 
product of elements I:;~,~ :xi , and similarly for /3, . Furthermore the maps 
Kt(x, S,) --f K’+‘(x, S,), t - 0 ,..., II - 1 are given by 
where B(i; J) is - 1 raised to the power A’, where N is the number of 
integers in J which arc less than i. 
Hence k’. x [K’(x, S)],, can be described as follows: K’ 1 (S,(t))(:i) 
for t m:: 0, I,..., n and K’ = 0 otherwise; the maps K’ - K’i’ are given 
by (2) (restricted to (S,(t))(:‘J). Note that iYt is a finite-dimensional 
k-vector space with basis {UZ.X~ ::,; /3] j I n J =- D, I w J = {I ,..., n), 
1’ =y t and wz E (S,), , i.e., m is a degree t form in xi ,..., s,,),. 
Since each k’t is a finite dimensional vector space over k, K’ is a free 
comples over k and 
H,(Hom(K’, h)) s Hom(H’(K’; k)). 
Thus Hi( Hom(K., k)) vanishes if and only if H’(K.) does. Since we are 
only interested in the vanishing of Hi(K’) we may as well work with 
H,(Hom(K’, k)). If -((nzol , @ PI)*) denotes the dual basis of {WLY, (3 pJj- 
then the maps of the complex Hom(K’, k) arc given by 
(St)* 5 (k"-l)* 
(where i; denotes dual space) via 
(maI c p,r)* --j 2 vi “0 (G “I”(6 6 hi:)- 
I 
where the sum is taken over all i for which xi is a factor of m. 
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We now identify the complex Hom(K., k) with a “geometric” complex 
related to ,Z C d,, . Recall (Lemma 1) that the set of d-dimensional 
simplices (possibly degenerate) of Z arc in one-one correspondence with 
the degree d + I forms of S, = k[s, ,..., x,,] (pi, ... pi,,,* corresponds to 
x. .-A xi,+,). N ote also that elements of the form !tl _, pJ are determined 
b; choosing , J 1 :- t integers from i I ,..., 111.. Hence the vector space 
basis i(?na, :‘; pJ)*) for (K[)” 1s in one-one correspondence with the set 
of pairs (a, T) where Q ranges over all (t ~ I)-dimensional simplices of J 
and 7 ranges over all nondegenerate (t -- l)-simpliccs of d,, . 
Let C, denote the finite-dimensional k-vector space spanned by the set 
of all such pairs (v, T); C, z- (K’)* JS vector spaces over k. The chain 
map C, - C,-, induced by 6, and still denoted by i, is given by 
i ((u, 7)) : 1 qz’; T)(lJ(?), T(q)) 
vtnn7 
where I?(v; T) =: (- l)aV, ;3’ being the number of vertices of T \shich 
precede z’ in the natural ordering e1 i:: ez --: ... <: e,, of the vertices ofil,, . 
DEFINITION 7. l’he complex (C. , ?) is caiied the geometric c0nipIe.i 
associated with the pair S C A,, . By its construction it is isomorphic to 
the complex ((K.)*, i),, . 
THEOREMS 2. fZ;((C. , i)) g Z?&.E’; k), i 2 I. 
PYOOf. ‘I’o facilitate the proof of Theorem 2 \ve represent (C. , ?) as 
a direct sum by setting Cj := @/,- (, ,, Cj where ,,Cj is the k-vector space 
generated by [(a, T) E Cj j dim 7 - dim g r‘l 7 ~~~ $11 for each integer 
p ;; 0. Clearly, ,,Cj = 0 if p r-j, so that Cj 1 /&, ,,Cj . -Also, i, ,,CJ maps 
into ,,Cjel , so that l,Cj .:.m #&/I’=0 /,Cj is a subcomplex, and lJi(C.) ~~ 
i;$=,, H&C.). We prove Theorem 2 by showing that Mj(,,C.) s Niel(Z; k) 
for i > 1 (Part II), and that fr;(,,C.) -:: 0 for p > 0, i 2 I (Part I). 
Part I. Fix p > 0. If ( IJ, 7 E ,,C, then u (3 T is a nondegenerate ) 
( j ~ p - 1) simplex of Z. Therefore, for j > dim E + p + I, ,,Cj ~~ 0 
and hence fZ;(,,C.) =I 0 for i ..- ,r. j. 1Ve now consider the case 1 S:i i < 
dim z‘ + p +- I. 
It will be useful to exhibit explicitly the vertices of the intersection 
simplex CI n T. We therefore represent (0, T) E ,,Cj as a pair (vS, VT) 
where v = it’s ... rjpl, is the intersection simplex D f7 7, &’ n 1’~ c and 
S, T are simplices determined by p vertices (S may of course have 
repeated vertices). As usual vS denotes the join of the two simplices. 
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Fix S, T. Since a(vS, VT) = c{lT 6’(~~; vT)(v(6,)S, v(e,)T), it is clear 
that pCj[S, T] = the k-vector space generated by ((0, 7) E l,Cj / (a, T) = 
(vS, VT) for some nondegenerate simplex v E u} is a subcomplex of .Cj . 
In fact , pcj = CEIp Cj[S, T] w ere the direct sum is taken over all h 
possible S E 2, TEA, such that S n T = o . We will prove that 
H&C.) = 0 by showing that each summand H,(,,C.[S, T]) = 0 for all 
S, T. 
Let (s, T) E pCjl , so that SEZ~, TEA,, S n T =I 0 and S, T are 
determined by p vertices. We will construct a chain homotopy D: 
pCj[S, T] + pCj+l[S, T] for P > 0, n >, 1 with Da + aD = idcls,-rl . 
This will imply that H,(,C.[S, T]) = 0 and hence that H&C.) = 0. 
Having fixed (S, T) E ,C,, , choose a vertex b E S (this is possible 
since p > 0). Now define the map D, on generators of .C,[S, T], as 
foliows: 
D((vS, VT)) = B(b; vT)(vbS, VbT) if b f$ {cl ,..., @j&p]' 
=o otherwise. 
Extend D by linearity to all ,,C,[S, T]. Let (vS, VT) E ,,Cj be given. 
If b E {z’i ).‘.) v~-~,) then aD((vS, VT)) = 0 and Da((vS, VT)) = (vS, VT). 
If b $ (uj ,..., z’.~-~,) then 
D((vS, VT)) = acp; vT)(bvS, bvl’) 




Da((vS,vT)) = D 1 B(z~,;vT)(v(B,)S,v(ti,)T) 
1=1 
Since 
= z1 @b; VT) 8(b; V(~&?)(bV(Qs, bv(6,)T). 
and 
B(b; VT) qq; bvT) = -qq; VT) B(b; V(&)T), 
(2D + Da)((vS,vT)) = (V&VT). 
This completes Part I. 
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Part II. We prove that ,C. is chain isomorphic to C(B), the oriented 
chain complex of ,Y- (the augmentation of Z), with degrees shifted by one. 
If (a, T) is a generator of “Cj then D = 7, so that u is a nondegenerate 
( j - I)-simplex of A’. Denote (a, T) by u. Furthermore, if u is determined 
by the vertices z‘i < rz c. ... c z’j then io =- x;=, (--l)‘t”o(SJ. On 
the other hand, if [zjt ,..., T-.,,] denotes the oriented simplex of Cj-r(S--) 
determined by 2:i ( *.a <, 7-v,, then 
d([T1 ‘.. z ,J) -_ i (- I)[--‘[r, ,..., G[ ,..., r,,], 
r- I 
where d is the boundary map of C(Z-r). It is clear that the correspond- 
ence o --) b1 .** ~~1, where 7~~ <: ... < zsrr , between generators of 
,,Cj and C,_i(Z+) induces a chain isomorphism. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 2. 
4. PROOF OF %IAIN THEOREM 
This section consists of two parts. In Part I we prove Theorem 1 for 
fields of characteristic p; in Part II we state and prove a theorem for 
ideals in Z[S, ,..., X,], similar to Theorem I, and we prove Theorem 1 
for fields of characteristic zero. 
Part I. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. Let 2, 
Ix, s,, and P, be as in Theorem 1. We will prove (1) .S (2) -3 (3). 
(I) -L. (2). If d’ im Z = 0, (I) is clearly equivalent to (2). Assume 
dim 2 = I. > 1. If we assume (I) then S, clearly satisfies the hypotheses 
of Proposition 2 and height (Pz) == Y -t 1. If we assume (2) then, by 
Lemma 9, S, is of pure dimension r $- I, height (P-) =: I’ f 1, and S, 
satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2. Thus the equivalence of (I) 
and (2) follows from: 
grade(I),) 1. r j-- 1 .=- HQS,) == 0 for i .’ Y (Lemma 6) 
c- Hi(K.(x; Sr)) = 0 for i .i; Y (Proposition 2) 
-:a H,((C. , 6)) = 0 for i 2: I’ (Definition 7) 
-:-- I]@; k) = 0 for i < r - 1 (Theorem 2) 
c-- A,(Z; k) = 0 for i < dimZ. 
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(2) G (3). We prove that (2) is equivalent to (3) by induction 
on dim 2‘. If dim Z = 0, (2) is vacuously equivalent to (3). If dim .Z = 1, 
(2) o (3) o 2 is connected. So suppose that (2) is equivalent to (3) 
for all ,Z such that dim ,Z < d; and let Z be of dimension d > 2. 
We first assume (3) and show (2) is true. It suffices to show that S, 
is CohenMacaulay for all links 1; of vertices of 2‘. That is, it suffices to 
show that SL satisfies condition (2). But by the induction hypothesis 
it is enough to show that S, satisfies (3). But A,(L; k) == 0, i i dim L, 
by assumption and for any simplex 0 EL = /k(a), Ik,(a) = Ikr(as) 
(Lemma 6). Thus Aj(Zk,(n); k) = 0, i < dim IkL(o), again by as- 
sumption. 
Now assume (2). To prove (3) we need to show that gi(L; K) = 0 
i < dimI, for L ~1 the link of any simplex of Z. Let u be a simplex of 2, 
let z: be any vertex of g’, and let I, = Z/Z,(V). Recall (I,emma 6) that 
&(a) = .&,(a(?)). L is Cohen-Macaulay by hypothesis ) (2) holds for 
S, . But dim1, ~1 dim S * (3) holds for S, 2 Ili(/kn) : 0, i < dim lka, 
since Ika is a link of I,. 
We now show that Theorem 1 may be extended to all fields of charac- 
teristic p > 0. Suppose k is any field of characteristic p ;- 0. Let K be 
the algebraic closure of k, so that K is perfect. Then conditions I, 2, 3 
of Theorem 1 are true over k if and only if they are each true over K. 
‘I’his follows from 1,emma 8, the faithful flatness of K over k, and from 
the fact that if k C K are any fields then k[x, ,..., x,,] is Cohen-Macaulay if 
and only if K[x r ,..., x,,] is Cohen-Macaulay (see, e.g., [2, Chap. IV, 6.7.11). 
Purt II. We will use the following lemma several times in proving 
Theorem 3: 
LEMwIA I I. Let 2 be a connected subcomplex of A,, . If I?J_P; Z,,) = 0 
for i < dim 2 and fey all primes p then Ai(Z; Z) = 0 for i -C dim Z. 
(Here L,, -: Z/(p).) 
Proof. J?,,(Z; Z) = 0 by connectedness. Assume the conclusion is 
false. Then there exists a smallest integerj > 0 for which gj(X; Z) i 0. 
But Aj(.Z; Z) -” Hj(Z; Z) and by the universal coefficient theorem 
(see, e.g., [4]) 
Hj(Z; Z,) e (Hj(z‘; 72) @ Z,,) (s; Tor,(H$-,(Z‘; Z), Z,,). 
The second summand is zero since by the choice of j, Rj-i(Z; Z) = 0. 
Thus for all primes p > 0 
0 == H&Z Z,) 2 (G(p,) 0 ... @ G(p,) 0 Zt) @ 7,j 
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where s, t are nonnegative integers, not both zero, and G( pi) is a finite 
pi-group, pi prime i = l,..., s. If we choose p = p1 then the right-hand 
side of the above isomorphism is not the zero group. ‘l‘his is a contra- 
diction. 
‘Che last ring is C‘ohen~~~~Iacaulay, since p is not a unit and not :I zero 
divisor in Z[.\, ,..., -Y,,] ,,,; and therefore E,,[.v, ,..., s,,]~,* is CoheIl- 
Macaulay. 
‘l%us by Theorem I, 1T,(L’; Z,,) --: 0 for i -< dim 1 and all primes 
p 3; 0. ‘J’hcn l-?;(I; Z) ~ 0 for i -: dim 1, by Ixmma 1 I. 
(ii) =- (iii). We need to show A,(L; Z) y-7 0 for i --c dimL for 
L = the link of any simple-s of L’. By (2), Z?,,(jr; Z,,) =: 0 and for i > 1 
c,(E; Zp) 2 (H,(Z) @ .Zd,) 12 Tor(HiP1(Z; Z), Z,,) -~: 0 since H&T; Z) := 
II,(zT; Z). \T’e also know that Z,,[s, ,..., x,,] is Cohen-Alacaulay, except 
perhaps at the irrelevant maximal ideal. For if AT’ is any maximal ideal 
in Z,,[x, ,..., x,~] other than the irrelevant one, and M’ is the corre- 
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sponding ideal in Z[u, ,..., x,,], then M’ is not of the form ((p) + 
(Xl ,‘.., G)) z[x, ,..., qJ and 
Now by ‘l’heorem I, A,(L; Z,,) = 0 f or i < dim L and L == the link of 
any simplex of S. So by Lemma 11, f?,(L; Z) - 0 for i < dim L and all 
links L. 
(iii) =a (i). I t ,e ii/l be any maximal ideal in L[S, ,..., S,,] containing z 
z7 and let Al’ be its image in Z[x, ,... , x,,]. Since Al is maximal, :I1 n Z =-: 
(p) where p > 0 is a prime number. Let AY” denote the image of .lI in 
Z[S, ,..., X,,]/(lZ + (p)). Then (3) holds. 
Now (3) implies that Bi(L; Z1,) = 0 for i < dim& for L = Z and 
for all links L (since H,(L; 7$,) 2 (H,(L; Z) @ z,,) @, Tor(Hj-,(S), Z,,) and 
Tor(H,(Z), Z,,) = Tor(Z, Z,,) = 0 and ‘ror(H,(Z’), Z,,) = Tor(0, z,,) = 0 
for i > 0). Therefore, by Theorem 1, Z,,[x, ,..., s,,] is Cohen-Macaulay. 
By (3), qs, ,..., S,,l.hf,/( P) qx, ,..., .~,,]A,’ is Cohen-Macaulay and since 
(p) is neither a unit nor a zero-divisor in the local ring Z[s, ,..., slllhl, , 
Z[Aj ,... , x,,],,, is also Cohen-Macaulay. 
To prove Theorem 1 for k = Q,, the rationals, we need the following 
facts about Cohen-Macaulay rings. 
LEMMA 12. Let R be the homomorphic image of a Cohen~AWacaulay 
ring. Then the Cohen-illacaula? locus of R (i.e., the set of points P in 
Spec R such that R, is Cohen~~~~acaulay) is opetl in the Zariski topology. 
Proof. See [2, Chap. IV, (Part II), (6.11.8)]. Xote that if we let R 
be the homomorphic image of a regular ring then the proof of the assertion 
is simpler [2, Chap. I\‘, (Part II), (6. I I .2)]). 
LEMMA 13. Let R be a jiGtell generated positively graded k-algebra 
such that R, = k and k is an in&&e field, Then the Izon-Cohen~~~~~acatllay 
locus of R is genesated by a homogeneous ideal. 
Proof. (See [6, p roof of Proposition 4.101). Let I be the defining 
radical idea1 of the non-Cohen-Macaulay locus of R. We wish to show 
that I is homogeneous. Each 0 + a E k induces a k-automorphism of R 
via F + adF, where F is a form of degree d. Therefore, let ,$,Fi E I 
(where each Fi is a form of degree i) and choose distinct nonzero elements 
a,, ,..., a, in k. Then, since I is invariant under every automorphism of R,, 
Cf=, ajiFi is in 1 (0 <i 2 i d). But Det(trj’) = :knIi j(~~i --- ‘rj) .~ 0. 
Therefore each Fi E I, and 1 is homogeneous. 
We now prox;e Theorem I for K =- Q. For ConT-eniencc we restate the 
theorem: 
Prnnf. \Ve vi11 sho\v (1) =. pj =- (3) =;- (1). A4ssume dim J . 0. 
(1) -j. (2). It suffices to sho\v Bi(J; Q) -. : 0 for i -r: dim .Y. Since 
I&(-‘; Q) ox r&(2; 7 L) :‘I; I, it is enough to shol\- that Ai(J’; 22) is zero or 
pure torsion for i .: diin .Y. 
1Ye know that if P is prime in Z[s, ,..., ,v,,] and P n Z --: (0) then 
Z[X l,..., s,,lp is Coh en--XIacaulay, since it is isomorphic tOI)[.~~,...,S,,lr, o. 
But the Cohen-Macaulay locus of Z[x , ,..., ,v!,] is a Zariski-open set in 
Spec ZIXl ,...) s,,], by Lemma 12. Rut an? open set F C Spcc L is of the 
form Spec Z[s, ,..., x,,] L-(1) where 1 1s an ideal of Z[.vl ,..., .Y,~] and 
F’(I) ~ 1 P I’ESpx Z[s, )...,, \,,I, PI)]). If l( 3 % j P’ P t- Spec Z[.Y1 )...). Y,,], 
Y n 72 := (0):. then I n Z (0); for if I n Z -- (0) then any ideal \\-hich 
is maximal among those containing I and disjoint from 7: -- iO/ is both 
in % and T-(I) ~~ Spec Z[s, ,..., A,~] F. So supposc that I’ 3 %, 
I n H z-1 (12) and II has prime factors pI ,._., p,, . ‘Then any prims: ideal 1’ 
in 12[s, ,.,. , s,~] which contains a prime number /i 6 j p1 ,...( pi is a 
nlember of P’. All this sho\vs that % is not open and that the (‘ohen- 
YIacaulay locus of Z[s 1 ,..., s,,] contains every P t Spcc L[.Y, ,,.., v,,] fog 
\\.hich P n Z : ( p) and p c; { p1 ,..., p,<i. 
Thus, Z!,,[‘L~ ,..., s,,] is Cohen-hlacaulay for every prime p 6 [ p1 ,.,., p,G- 
and by Theorem 1 Z’i,(.Z; Z2,,) ~1 0 if i -.: dim Z and p $ [pl ,..., p,<l. 
l’herefore 17,)( S- Z -== 0 bv connectedness. Suppose there esists an , ) 
integer i > 1 for which &J.Z’; Z) = G(ql) @ ... (3 G(q,) (2 P”’ -~ 0 
and PIE > 1. Then A,(Z; Zll) ::=- (lTi(L’:; Z) ‘3 Z,,) @ Tor(Hi-l(.L’; z), z~,) 
will be nonzero for infinitely many p. This is a contradiction, and thus 
LZj(Z:; 0) = 0 for i K: dim S as required. 
hCl7/2I!I-4 
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(2) -- (3). To p rove that I?,(L; 0) = 0 for i < dim L, and for 
any link& we need to show that f?,(L; Z) is pure torsion. But we know that 
Z[xl )... , x,,lp is Cohen-Macaulay for all P E Y - ((xl ,..., x$'[x, ,..., x,]). 
Again, using the fact that the Cohen-Macaulay locus, 9, of Z[s, ,..., x,,] 
is open, (and that it certainly is not Spec Z[x, ,..., N,,] - J’((x, ,..., x,~) 
qx, )... , x,,])) it is of the form d = Spec Z[xI ,..., x,,] - L’(I) where 
I n Z ~== (12) = (0). Repeating the last part of the proof for (I) -- (2) 
we see that ITi(L; Q) = 0 for i < dimL. 
(3) =b (I). (3) implies that g,(L; Z) is pure torsion for L = Z, 
L = links of Z, i < dim L (since A,(L;Q) s I?,(L;Z) (3 Q). Hence, 
using the universal coefficient theorem, l?,(L; Z,,) = 0 for L = Z, 
L == links of 2, i ( dim L, and all but finitely many primes p, ,..., p, . 
So, by Theorem 1 (characteristic p >p 0), if P C Z[x, ,..., x,,] is a prime 
ideal such that P n Z 7~ (p) + (0) andp $ {p, ,..., p,j- then Z[x, ,..., s,Jp 
is Cohen~-Macaulay. 
Now, given any proper homogeneous prime ideal P C Z[x, ,..., xn] 
such that P n Z = (0) and g iven any prime number p > 0, P is contained 
in a prime ideal 9 for which 9 n Z = ( p). So if .Y 3 I then P $ I for 
any ideal I (i.e., 9 6 L’(I) =- P $ V(1)). Thus, since the Cohen-Macaulay 
locus of Z[+ ,... , x,~] is open, P is in the Cohen-Macaulay locus. 
Therefore, for any proper homogeneous prime idcal P C Q[xl ,..., s,~], 
Q[X 1 >..., x,JP is Cohen-Macaulay. But, by Lemma 13, the non- 
Cohen-Macaulay locus of Q[s, ,... , x,J is generated by a homogeneous 
ideal, and hence it must be the unit ideal. That is, Q[m, ,..., s,,] is Cohen- 
Macaulay. This completes the proof of Theorem 1’. 
To show that Theorem 1 is true for all fields, K, of characteristic zero, 
note that K r) 0 and that conditions 1, 2, 3 (over K) are equivalent to 
conditions 1, 2, 3 (over Q), as in Part I of Theorem 1. 
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